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In Mandarin language speaking, some consonant and vowel 

pairs are hard to be distinguished and pronounced clearly ev

en for some native speakers. This study investigates the sign

al distance between consonants compared in pairs from the s

ignal processing point of view to reveal the correlation of si

gnal distance and consonant pronunciation.

The signal distances of CVPs followed with vowel /an/ in Tone 3.

Materials:

Results

SPEECHOCEAN’s Chinese Mandarin Speech Recognition 

Database (serial no.: King-ASR-028). It contains the voices 

of 98 native speakers from China. Each speaker utters 1267 

monosyllables. They are sampled at 44.1 kHz, 16 bits, 3 cha

nnels. This study selects the voice uttered by a female from 

Peking with the age of 25.

Syllable analysis

A total of 397 meaningful syllables, the permutatio

ns of all the 23 consonants and 35 vowels in Mand

arin (exclusive lexical tones), are analyzed.

Consonant-vowel segmentation

The audio file of each syllable is truncated into co

nsonant segment and vowel segment by manual cu

tting.

Signal distance calculation

Three different objective measures, namely weight

ed-slope spectral distance (WSS), perceptual evalu

ation of speech quality (PESQ), log-likelihood rati

o (LLR) are used to calculate the signal distance f

or predicting the consonant and vowel pairs (CVP) 

confusion.
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ResultsSegmentation

The average ranking and probability of similarity between initial 

/l/ and /n/ with different finals

Conclusion

The shorter the distance is, the higher probability that 

the CVP causes confusion in pronunciation is. It can b

e best predicted by WSS, followed by LLR and PESQ.

CVP Confusion

Some easy-confusing consonant and vowel pairs(CVP) a

nd the areas in China with high incidence of such confusi

on are listed in this table.


